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We present a hybrid cladding photonic crystal fiber for shaping high nonlinear and flattened dispersion in a wide range of wavelengths. The new structure adopts hybrid cladding with different pitches, air-holes diameters and air-holes arrayed fashions. The full-vector finite element method with perfectly matched layer is used to investigate the characteristics of the hybrid cladding photonic crystal fiber such as nonlinearity and dispersion properties. The influence of the cladding structure parameters on the nonlinear coefficient and geometric dispersion is analyzed. High nonlinear coefficient and the dispersion properties of fibers are tailored by adjusting the cladding structure parameters. A novel hybrid cladding photonic crystal fiber with high nonlinear coefficient and dispersion flattened which is suited for supercontinuum generation is designed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) or microstructured fibers or holey fibers which are optical fibers with a complex microstructure in the transverse plane, of various types, can offer advantage in the design of fiber [1,2]. PCFs have emerged as an attractive researching object within the area of fiber functional devices. Such holey claddings in PCFs help controlling nonlinearity coefficient and tuning dispersion slope in a way that was not possible in conventional fibers [3-5]. In such PCFs, control of chromatic dispersion keeping high nonlinear coefficient is crucial for practical applications to nonlinear optics.

High nonlinear PCFs are perfect nonlinear optical medium, and the study of the nonlinearity of PCFs has been an important branch in the field of nonlinear optics [6-8]. Using high nonlinear PCFs, nonlinear effects including supercontinuum generation and frequent conversion can be realized easily [9-12]. High nonlinear PCFs can be efficiently used to generate supercontinuum pumped by ultra fast laser pulses and longer laser pulses. However, supercontinuum generation in PCFs is restricted by dispersion properties. Therefore, not only extremely high nonlinear coefficient is necessary, but also flattened dispersion and low loss are desired [13-15]. In this paper, we propose a hybrid cladding PCFs which has high nonlinearity and flattened dispersion. The research is predominantly aimed at the design of PCFs with small core and proper cladding structure parameters to obtain high nonlinearity and some dispersion properties. One interesting finding from our simulation is that we can obtain high nonlinear coefficient of PCFs by using hybrid cladding and adjusting the cladding structure parameters.

2. HYBRID CLADDING DESIGN

In conventional PCFs, the cladding structure is usually formed by air holes with the same diameter arrayed in a regular triangular lattice [15-18]. The nonlinear coefficient of PCFs can be tailored by changing the air filling rate of the cladding. The chromatic dispersion profile can be easily engineered by varying the holes diameter and the pitch. However, using PCFs with the entire same air-hole diameter in the cladding region, it is difficult to gain both high nonlinear coefficient and flattened dispersion coistantaneous. We can obtain the high nonlinear coefficient PCF, and also gain flattened dispersion properties by simply adjusting the cladding parameters. But they have conditionality, when the nonlinear coefficient becomes high the dispersion is not flattened, and when the dispersion becomes flattened the nonlinear coefficient is not high. So it is necessarily to use a suited cladding structure and have a trade-off.

We propose the PCF which has hybrid cladding with different air-holes arrayed fashions, air-holes diameters and pitches to control both the dispersion and the nonlinearity. One is the inner cladding with air-holes square array along the six axes, the other is the outer cladding with air-holes hexagon distributing as shown in Fig. 1. Where \( d_1 \) and \( \Lambda_1 \) are the air-hole diameter and the pitch of the inner cladding, \( d_2 \) and \( \Lambda_2 \) are the air-hole diameter and the pitch of the outer cladding, respectively.

The hybrid cladding can tailor the nonlinearity and dispersion of photonic crystal fibers by tuning the cladding parameters. Because of higher order diffraction from the outer cladding region, we get flattened dispersion. The inner cladding can offer facility for obtain high nonlinearity.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

3.1. Analysis method

We used the full-vector finite element method (FEM) with the perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary conditions to analyze the nonlinearity and dispersion of the proposed hybrid cladding PCFs.

The nonlinear coefficient of PCFs and dispersion control are rested with the design of the cladding structure parameters that is condig flexibility and comparative freedom, the cladding structure parameters mostly include air-hole diameter \( d \), pitch \( \Lambda \) and air filling rate \( f \) of cladding. The nonlinear coefficient \( \gamma(\lambda) \) of PCFs can be expressed as

\[
\gamma(\lambda) = \frac{2\pi n_2}{\lambda A_{eff}}
\]  

(1)

where \( A_{eff} \) is model effective area, and \( n_2 = 3.0 \times 10^{-20}m^2/W \), is the nonlinear index of silica.
The cladding regions of PCFs are considered as two-dimension photonic crystal structure that possesses infinity periodicity arranged hexagon and doesn’t have center defect. Toward this circular cell with symmetry boundary condition, we use the vector theory electromagnetic wave to compute. We can get the expression of waveguide dispersion $D_w(\lambda)$

$$D_w(\lambda) = -\frac{\lambda d^2 \text{Re}(n_{eff})}{c d^2}$$

(7)

where $n_{eff}$ is the cladding effective index of PCFs. The variety disciplinarian of cladding effective index, $n_{eff}$, versus $\omega$ is expressed as

$$n_{eff}(\omega) = \sqrt{n_D^2 + u^2(\omega) c^2/\omega^2}$$

(8)

3.2. Structure analysis

We can adjust the cladding structure parameters: $d_1$, $d_2$, $\Lambda_1$ and $\Lambda_2$ to gain high nonlinear coefficient and flattened dispersion. Above all, we analyze the relation that the nonlinear coefficient $\gamma(\lambda)$ and the waveguide dispersion $D_w(\lambda)$ of PCFs versus wavelength for different structure parameters.

To keep the optimum matching of the inner cladding and the outer cladding, we set the $\Lambda_2/\Lambda_1$ is 1.4. We firstly analyze the case when $d_1/\Lambda_1$ and $d_2/\Lambda_2$ are fixed. Fig. 2 and fig. 3 show the results for $\Lambda_2/\Lambda_1 = 1.4$, $d_2/d_1 = 1.4$, $d_1/\Lambda_1 = 0.6$, $\Lambda_1$ is 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.5 $\mu$m respectively. Fig. 2 shows the nonlinear coefficient versus wavelength for different $\Lambda_1$ and constant $d_1/\Lambda_1$. When $\Lambda_1$ becomes small, nonlinear coefficient increases, and it is very evidence especially at short wave. Fig. 3 is the waveguide dispersion versus wavelength, we can see when $\Lambda_1$ becomes small, the curve of waveguide dispersion becomes steep; the inflexion at short wave shifts up and at long wave shifts down. We can find $\Lambda_1$ is small, $\gamma(\lambda)$ is high, but the curve of waveguide dispersion is steep, so we select $\Lambda_1$ is 1.1 $\mu$m.

We secondly analyze the case when $\Lambda_1$ is fixed for different $d_1/\Lambda_1$, and we also set the $\Lambda_2/\Lambda_1$ is 1.4. Fig. 4 and fig. 5...
show the simulating result $d_1/\Lambda_1$ is 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, and 0.65 respectively. Where fig. 4 is the nonlinear coefficient versus wavelength, and fig. 5 is the waveguide dispersion versus wavelength. From fig. 4, we can see when the $d_1/\Lambda_1$ increases, the nonlinear coefficient also increases. From fig. 5, we can see when $d_1/\Lambda_1$ increases, the waveguide dispersion curve shifts along long wave and shifts up, but it has little influence on the tendency of the waveguide dispersion curves. We can find $d_1/\Lambda_1$ is large, $\gamma(\lambda)$ is high, but the curve of waveguide dispersion shifts along long wave and different to keep the total dispersion flattened, so we select $d_1/\Lambda_1$ is 0.6.

We lastly analyze the case when $\Lambda_1$ and $d_1/\Lambda_1$ are fixed, and $d_2/\Lambda_2$ is not equal to $d_1/\Lambda_1$. Fig. 6 and fig. 7 show the simulating result for the case that $\Lambda_1$ is 1.1$\mu$m, $\Lambda_2/\Lambda_1 = 1.4$, $d_1/\Lambda_1 = 0.6$, $d_2/\Lambda_2 = 0.60$, 0.65, 0.70, and 0.75, respectively. Where fig. 6 is the nonlinear coefficient versus wavelength, and fig. 7 is the waveguide dispersion versus wavelength. From fig. 6, we can see when the $d_2/\Lambda_2$ increases, the nonlinear coefficient also increases, but the increment is less. From fig. 7, we can see when $d_2/\Lambda_2$ increases, the waveguide dispersion curve only has a little change. We can find $d_2/\Lambda_2$ is large, $\gamma(\lambda)$ is high, and the curve of waveguide dispersion is also suitable for holding the total dispersion flattened, so we select $d_2/\Lambda_2$ is 0.75.

Based on the analysis above, we can find that the cladding structure parameters $\Lambda_1$, $d_1/\Lambda_1$ and $d_2/\Lambda_2$ all have influence on the nonlinear coefficient and the waveguide dispersion. The pitch $\Lambda_1$ has decisive influence on the value of nonlinear coefficient and the tendency of waveguide dispersion curves, $d_1/\Lambda_1$ also influences the value of nonlinear coefficient and the size and the position of waveguide dispersion, and $d_2/\Lambda_2$ generally influences the value of nonlinear coefficient and has a little effect on the size and position of waveguide dispersion. By reducing $\Lambda_1$ or increasing $d_1/\Lambda_1$, we can obtain high nonlinear coefficient of PCFs, and properly increasing $d_2/\Lambda_2$ can obtain
higher nonlinear coefficient and maintain the dispersion flattened.
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**FIG. 7:** Waveguide dispersion curves as a function of wavelength for hybrid cladding PCFs.

### 3.3. Adjusted results

Now we have an example that designs PCFs with high nonlinearity and flattened dispersion properties. In order to predigest designing, the total dispersion are expressed as

\[
D(\lambda) \approx D_w(\lambda) - (-D_m(\lambda)) \tag{9}
\]

where \( D_m(\lambda) \) is the material dispersion. Because the diversification of material dispersion versus wavelength don’t suffer the influence of the cladding structure parameters, so we can obtain flattened dispersion properties by adjusting \( D_w(\lambda) \) to balance \(-D_m(\lambda)\). Combining the computed result above, we can separate the design of flattened dispersion high nonlinearity PCF into three steps. Firstly, by adjusting \( \Lambda_1 \) we can find the tendency of waveguide dispersion that close the diversification of \(-D_m(\lambda)\) curves, secondly, by changing \( d_1/\Lambda_1 \) we can adjust waveguide dispersion, thirdly properly increasing \( d_2/\Lambda_2 \) we can gain higher nonlinear coefficient, finally we can properly change \( \Lambda_1, d_1/\Lambda_1 \) and \( d_2/\Lambda_2 \) to obtain flattened dispersion high nonlinearity PCF.

Fig. 8 is the total chromatic dispersion, wave dispersion and material dispersion curves as a function of wavelength for hybrid cladding PCFs. This high nonlinearity dispersion flattened hybrid cladding PCF has the cladding structure parameters: \( \Lambda_1 = 1.1\mu m, d_1/\Lambda_1 = 1.4, d_1/\Lambda_1 = 0.6, \) and \( d_2/\Lambda_2 = 0.75 \). From fig. 8, we can see this hybrid cladding PCF has a flattened dispersion profile.

By adjusting the cladding structure parameters, we can obtain the high nonlinearity dispersion flattened hybrid cladding PCF. Fig. 9 shows three high nonlinearity dispersion flattened hybrid cladding PCF with different structure parameters. The high nonlinearity hybrid cladding PCF A has the structure parameters: \( \Lambda_1 = 1.1\mu m, d_1 = 0.65\mu m, \Lambda_2 = 1.5\mu m, \) and \( d_2 = 1.05\mu m \); the high nonlinearity hybrid cladding PCF B has the structure parameters: \( \Lambda_1 = 1.1\mu m, d_1 = 0.65\mu m, \Lambda_2 = 1.5\mu m, \) and \( d_2 = 1.15\mu m \); the high nonlinearity hybrid cladding PCF C has the structure parameters: \( \Lambda_1 = 1.1\mu m, d_1 = 0.65\mu m, \Lambda_2 = 1.5\mu m, \) and \( d_2 = 1.25\mu m \). The hybrid cladding PCFs all have high nonlinearity and flattened dispersion, and PCF A, PCF B and PCF C has positive dispersion, near zero dispersion and positive dispersion around 800nm, respectively.
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**FIG. 9:** Nonlinear coefficient curves and the total dispersion curves as a function of wavelength for hybrid cladding PCFs.

We can obtain high nonlinearity PCFs by adjusting the structure parameters of the proposed hybrid cladding PCF. The hybrid cladding PCFs have high nonlinearity and flattened dispersion from 630nm to 970nm. The hybrid cladding PCF can have flattened dispersion, which can bring spectral broadening through fission of higher-order solitons [19-21]. The hybrid cladding PCF have the important action for by using Ti: Sapphire laser to study the nonlinear effect of ultra short laser pulses in PCF. So we proposed hybrid cladding PCF with high...
nonlinear coefficient and dispersion flattened which is suited for supercontinuum generation.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Using a vectorial FEM, we have computed the nonlinear coefficient and the dispersion properties of a novel PCF with hybrid cladding which has different pitches and air-holes diameters. The results indicate that $\Lambda_1$ have decisive influence on the tendency of waveguide dispersion curves, and $d_1/\Lambda_1$ generally influences the size and position of waveguide dispersion. By reducing $\Lambda_1$ or increasing $d_1/\Lambda_1$, we can obtain high nonlinear coefficient of PCFs, and properly increasing $d_2/\Lambda_2$ can obtain higher nonlinear coefficient and maintain the dispersion flattened. Using a hybrid cladding structure and adjusting the cladding structure parameters, we have obtained the high nonlinearity dispersion flattened PCF. The hybrid cladding PCF we proposed is capable to possess of both high nonlinear coefficient and flattened dispersion. It is useful for the hybrid cladding PCF for their applications in nonlinear fiber optics.
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